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Anxiety is our body’s way of saying, “Hey, I’m experiencing too much stress all at once.” This happens to theAnxiety is our body’s way of saying, “Hey, I’m experiencing too much stress all at once.” This happens to the

best of us. But, when that feeling of being “always on alert” becomes background noise that doesn’t go away,best of us. But, when that feeling of being “always on alert” becomes background noise that doesn’t go away,

that’s when it’s time to seek help. Mindfulness and meditation for anxiety is a growing field that can help youthat’s when it’s time to seek help. Mindfulness and meditation for anxiety is a growing field that can help you

navigate the many ways that anxiety can disorder your life. This guide is not meant to serve as a diagnosingnavigate the many ways that anxiety can disorder your life. This guide is not meant to serve as a diagnosing

tool or a treatment path—It’s simply a collection of research and some practices you can turn to as you begin totool or a treatment path—It’s simply a collection of research and some practices you can turn to as you begin to

right your ship.right your ship.

How to Meditate with AnxietyHow to Meditate with Anxiety
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Open your attention to the present moment. The invitation is to bring attention to our experience in a widerOpen your attention to the present moment. The invitation is to bring attention to our experience in a wider

and more open manner that isn’t really involved with selecting or choosing or evaluating, but simplyand more open manner that isn’t really involved with selecting or choosing or evaluating, but simply

holding—becoming a container for thoughts feelings or sensations in the body that are present and seeingholding—becoming a container for thoughts feelings or sensations in the body that are present and seeing

if we can watch them from one moment to the next.if we can watch them from one moment to the next.

Focus on the breath. Let go of that widescreen and to bring a focus that’s much more concentrated andFocus on the breath. Let go of that widescreen and to bring a focus that’s much more concentrated and

centered, so narrower, on breathing in one region of our bodies—the breath of the belly, or the chest, or thecentered, so narrower, on breathing in one region of our bodies—the breath of the belly, or the chest, or the

nostrils, or anywhere that the breath makes itself known, and keeping that more concentrated focus.nostrils, or anywhere that the breath makes itself known, and keeping that more concentrated focus.

Bring your attention to your body. move out to become aware of sensations in the body as a whole, sittingBring your attention to your body. move out to become aware of sensations in the body as a whole, sitting

with the whole body, the whole breath, once again we move back to wider and spacious container ofwith the whole body, the whole breath, once again we move back to wider and spacious container of

attention for our experience.attention for our experience.
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Mindfulness helps you learn to stay with difficult feelings without analyzing, suppressing, or encouraging them.Mindfulness helps you learn to stay with difficult feelings without analyzing, suppressing, or encouraging them.

When you allow yourself to feel and acknowledge your worries, irritations, painful memories, and other difficultWhen you allow yourself to feel and acknowledge your worries, irritations, painful memories, and other difficult

thoughts and emotions, this often helps them dissipate. Mindfulness allows you to safely explore the underlyingthoughts and emotions, this often helps them dissipate. Mindfulness allows you to safely explore the underlying

causes of your stress and worry. By going with what’s happening rather than expending energy fighting orcauses of your stress and worry. By going with what’s happening rather than expending energy fighting or

turning away from it, you create the opportunity to gain insight into what’s driving your concerns. Mindfulnessturning away from it, you create the opportunity to gain insight into what’s driving your concerns. Mindfulness

helps you create space around your worries so they don’t consume you. When you begin to understand thehelps you create space around your worries so they don’t consume you. When you begin to understand the

underlying causes of your apprehension, freedom and a sense of spaciousness naturally emerge.underlying causes of your apprehension, freedom and a sense of spaciousness naturally emerge.

When you become aware of the present moment, you gain access to resources you may not have realized wereWhen you become aware of the present moment, you gain access to resources you may not have realized were

with you all along—A stillness at your core.with you all along—A stillness at your core.

Mindfulness isn’t about changing or fixing the content of our challenging thoughts, it’s about becoming moreMindfulness isn’t about changing or fixing the content of our challenging thoughts, it’s about becoming more

intimately and consistently aware of these thoughts and patterns. The awareness itself reduces the grip ofintimately and consistently aware of these thoughts and patterns. The awareness itself reduces the grip of

persistent and pernicious thought loops and storylines.persistent and pernicious thought loops and storylines.



Attend to what is. The first step invites attending broadly to one’s experience, noting it, but without theAttend to what is. The first step invites attending broadly to one’s experience, noting it, but without the

need to change what you’re observing.need to change what you’re observing.

Focus on the breath. The second step narrows the field of attention to a single, pointed focus on the breathFocus on the breath. The second step narrows the field of attention to a single, pointed focus on the breath

in the body.in the body.

Attend to the body. The third step widens attention again to include the body as a whole and anyAttend to the body. The third step widens attention again to include the body as a whole and any

sensations that are present.sensations that are present.
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The Three-Minute Breathing Space MeditationThe Three-Minute Breathing Space Meditation

Explore your breath: Is it shallow and choppy, or long and smooth? Calm the rush of panic to your bodyExplore your breath: Is it shallow and choppy, or long and smooth? Calm the rush of panic to your body

with this simple breathing practice.with this simple breathing practice.

Get out of your head and into your body. Try these 11 ways to engage your sensesGet out of your head and into your body. Try these 11 ways to engage your senses

Explore your attitude. By attending to these ten mindful attitudes for decreasing anxiety, you can supportExplore your attitude. By attending to these ten mindful attitudes for decreasing anxiety, you can support

your mindfulness practice and help it flourish.your mindfulness practice and help it flourish.

Be kind to yourself when you’re feeling too anxious to meditate (it happens). Consider these informalBe kind to yourself when you’re feeling too anxious to meditate (it happens). Consider these informal

practices instead.practices instead.
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You can do this practice in a seated position, standing, or even lying down. Choose a position in which you canYou can do this practice in a seated position, standing, or even lying down. Choose a position in which you can

be comfortable and alert.be comfortable and alert.

Take a moment to thank yourself for being here — for taking this time to be present, to go inside, into your ownTake a moment to thank yourself for being here — for taking this time to be present, to go inside, into your own

lives.lives.

Connect with your mind and body with a mindful check-in: Feeling any sensations, any holdings, any tightnessConnect with your mind and body with a mindful check-in: Feeling any sensations, any holdings, any tightness

in the body as well as feeling into your mood, feeling into our emotions, and just acknowledging whatever’sin the body as well as feeling into your mood, feeling into our emotions, and just acknowledging whatever’s

being felt and letting be.being felt and letting be.

Now very gently, withdrawing the awareness from the mindful check-in, let’s bring our attention to the breath:Now very gently, withdrawing the awareness from the mindful check-in, let’s bring our attention to the breath:

Being mindful of the breath in the abdomen, expanding on an inhalation and falling on an exhalation.Being mindful of the breath in the abdomen, expanding on an inhalation and falling on an exhalation.

Breathing in and breathing out with awareness.Breathing in and breathing out with awareness.



Now gently withdrawing the awareness from breathing, we’ll shift our focus to a body scan.Now gently withdrawing the awareness from breathing, we’ll shift our focus to a body scan.

Feeling into this body, into the world of sensations, thoughts, and emotions, and acknowledging whatever isFeeling into this body, into the world of sensations, thoughts, and emotions, and acknowledging whatever is

being experienced. Whatever arises in the body, or perhaps at times even in the mind and emotions,being experienced. Whatever arises in the body, or perhaps at times even in the mind and emotions,

acknowledging and letting be.acknowledging and letting be.

Breathe into your whole body. We may notice from time to time tensions, tightness, achy-ness, and if we canBreathe into your whole body. We may notice from time to time tensions, tightness, achy-ness, and if we can

allow any of these areas to soften, by all means, let that happen. It’s also important to know that if we areallow any of these areas to soften, by all means, let that happen. It’s also important to know that if we are

unable to soften, our practice informs us to let be. Let whatever sensations ripple and resonate wherever theyunable to soften, our practice informs us to let be. Let whatever sensations ripple and resonate wherever they

need to go — the same applies even to our thoughts and emotions, letting them be.need to go — the same applies even to our thoughts and emotions, letting them be.

Be kind to any anxious thoughts that arise with mindful inquiry. As we’re feeling into this body and mind, weBe kind to any anxious thoughts that arise with mindful inquiry. As we’re feeling into this body and mind, we

may at times continue to experience some anxious thoughts, worries, fears, and there are times when we canmay at times continue to experience some anxious thoughts, worries, fears, and there are times when we can

use the practice of mindfulness, of inquiry, of investigating to discover potentially the underlying causes of ouruse the practice of mindfulness, of inquiry, of investigating to discover potentially the underlying causes of our

fears. If it appears that even after practicing the body scan and mindful breathing that we’re persisting withfears. If it appears that even after practicing the body scan and mindful breathing that we’re persisting with

some anxious feelings, bringing attention to those feelings themselves now to acknowledge what’s being felt,some anxious feelings, bringing attention to those feelings themselves now to acknowledge what’s being felt,

feeling into the fear.feeling into the fear.

Wade into your feelings with compassion and gentleness. Just as we sometimes put our toes into the water toWade into your feelings with compassion and gentleness. Just as we sometimes put our toes into the water to

acclimate to the water temperature slowly, part by part. We should very gently dip our toes into feeling fear,acclimate to the water temperature slowly, part by part. We should very gently dip our toes into feeling fear,

just acknowledging what’s there, feeling into the fear with awareness — there’s no need to try to analyze orjust acknowledging what’s there, feeling into the fear with awareness — there’s no need to try to analyze or

figure things out, just feeling into the experience of feeling anxious, fearful, worried, and letting be. Andfigure things out, just feeling into the experience of feeling anxious, fearful, worried, and letting be. And

whatever arises, equally acknowledging and letting it be, this is how we feel into the heart of fear. Justwhatever arises, equally acknowledging and letting it be, this is how we feel into the heart of fear. Just

listening with such compassion. No need to push ourselves more than we can handle but just working with thelistening with such compassion. No need to push ourselves more than we can handle but just working with the

edges, feeling into the anxiety and acknowledging. As we learn to be with things as they are, we may discoveredges, feeling into the anxiety and acknowledging. As we learn to be with things as they are, we may discover

the underlying causes of our fear and pain.the underlying causes of our fear and pain.

And now gently withdrawing from the mindful inquiry practice, come back to the breath again. Breathe in andAnd now gently withdrawing from the mindful inquiry practice, come back to the breath again. Breathe in and

out, feeling in the abdomen the belly expanding on the inhalation and falling on the isolation. Breathing in andout, feeling in the abdomen the belly expanding on the inhalation and falling on the isolation. Breathing in and

breathing out, with awareness. Just staying present to each breath, in and out.breathing out, with awareness. Just staying present to each breath, in and out.

Take a moment to watch your thoughts. Just like we’re watching the breath coming and going, we can evenTake a moment to watch your thoughts. Just like we’re watching the breath coming and going, we can even

begin watching the very thoughts we think as though we’re watching the clouds flying by in the sky, like sittingbegin watching the very thoughts we think as though we’re watching the clouds flying by in the sky, like sitting

at the edge of a river just watching whatever is floating downstream. Beginning to observe the mind and evenat the edge of a river just watching whatever is floating downstream. Beginning to observe the mind and even

the thoughts of fear are nothing but passing mental phenomena, like clouds, observing any fearful, anxiousthe thoughts of fear are nothing but passing mental phenomena, like clouds, observing any fearful, anxious

thoughts as just mental events that come and go. Observing the mind, thoughts, noticing the ever-changingthoughts as just mental events that come and go. Observing the mind, thoughts, noticing the ever-changing

nature of thoughts, just coming and going. As we become aware of thoughts and the traps we find ourselvesnature of thoughts, just coming and going. As we become aware of thoughts and the traps we find ourselves

in, we can become free.in, we can become free.
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And now gently coming back to the breath. Just be mindful breathing in and breathing out. Now as we begin toAnd now gently coming back to the breath. Just be mindful breathing in and breathing out. Now as we begin to

end this meditation on working with anxiety let’s take a moment to remember all those that are beingend this meditation on working with anxiety let’s take a moment to remember all those that are being

challenged with these feelings, all those living with fear, worry — let us extend our well-wishes of healing, ofchallenged with these feelings, all those living with fear, worry — let us extend our well-wishes of healing, of

peace, to all those living in fear. May we take these moments now to thank yourself for proactively turning intopeace, to all those living in fear. May we take these moments now to thank yourself for proactively turning into

your fears and working with them. As we acclimate ourselves to our fears, may we not be so challenged byyour fears and working with them. As we acclimate ourselves to our fears, may we not be so challenged by

them. May all beings, wherever they are, may they be free from fear, and may all beings be at peace.them. May all beings, wherever they are, may they be free from fear, and may all beings be at peace.

Before you begin, ask yourself whether this is a good time to explore your feelings. Do you feel safe at thisBefore you begin, ask yourself whether this is a good time to explore your feelings. Do you feel safe at this

time? If you do feel safe, proceed with the next step. If you do not feel safe, then it is okay to wait and attempttime? If you do feel safe, proceed with the next step. If you do not feel safe, then it is okay to wait and attempt

this practice at a more secure time, perhaps when you’ve returned to the privacy of your home.this practice at a more secure time, perhaps when you’ve returned to the privacy of your home.

Your practice begins as soon as you tune in to and become mindful with your breathing. Wherever you are—Your practice begins as soon as you tune in to and become mindful with your breathing. Wherever you are—

running around town, meeting up with a friend, standing in line, or walking down the aisle of a market—yourunning around town, meeting up with a friend, standing in line, or walking down the aisle of a market—you

carry your breath everywhere, and it is your focal point for maintaining your connection to the present wherevercarry your breath everywhere, and it is your focal point for maintaining your connection to the present wherever

you go. Be mindful of your breathing, in and out, noticing the sensations of warmth as you breath in andyou go. Be mindful of your breathing, in and out, noticing the sensations of warmth as you breath in and

coolness as you breath out, experiencing the rise and fall, the in and out of each breath.coolness as you breath out, experiencing the rise and fall, the in and out of each breath.

Take this moment to recognize any and all feelings that are with you now. If you feel out of control, then justTake this moment to recognize any and all feelings that are with you now. If you feel out of control, then just

acknowledge it as a feeling, without attaching details or stories behind it. If you feel an uncontrollable fear thatacknowledge it as a feeling, without attaching details or stories behind it. If you feel an uncontrollable fear that

you’re going insane, then recognize this feeling without striving to critique or analyze the feeling. Give yourselfyou’re going insane, then recognize this feeling without striving to critique or analyze the feeling. Give yourself

permission to just identify and acknowledge the emotions that are coming up and let them be. You may bepermission to just identify and acknowledge the emotions that are coming up and let them be. You may be

telling yourself: I feel as if something horrible is about to happen. I feel as though I’ve lost touch with reality. Itelling yourself: I feel as if something horrible is about to happen. I feel as though I’ve lost touch with reality. I

feel as though I can’t trust anyone. Maybe I can’t even trust myself. Other unrelated feelings and thoughts mayfeel as though I can’t trust anyone. Maybe I can’t even trust myself. Other unrelated feelings and thoughts may

come to mind, like I’m hungry. I hope that he calls soon. I wonder where I left my to-do list. Make space in thiscome to mind, like I’m hungry. I hope that he calls soon. I wonder where I left my to-do list. Make space in this

moment to simply let these feelings emerge and try to stay with the feelings and thoughts just as they are.moment to simply let these feelings emerge and try to stay with the feelings and thoughts just as they are.

Simply acknowledge what’s here, without attaching yourself or clinging to any one thought or feeling.Simply acknowledge what’s here, without attaching yourself or clinging to any one thought or feeling.

You may experience a strong impulse to resist or fight against these painful and terrifying emotions, as may beYou may experience a strong impulse to resist or fight against these painful and terrifying emotions, as may be

your habit. We all have a natural tendency to strive toward what feels good. For this exercise, you are practicingyour habit. We all have a natural tendency to strive toward what feels good. For this exercise, you are practicing

non-striving: not trying, or not attempting to change your feelings or shift them in a different direction. Just letnon-striving: not trying, or not attempting to change your feelings or shift them in a different direction. Just let

the feelings be what they are. The less energy you spend trying to resist or alter your panicky emotions, thethe feelings be what they are. The less energy you spend trying to resist or alter your panicky emotions, the

lesser the hold your panic can have on you. Remember to be aware of your breathing and to connect again withlesser the hold your panic can have on you. Remember to be aware of your breathing and to connect again with

the here and now.the here and now.
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Note: Before beginning this guided meditation, please consider whether this is the right time for you to do it.Note: Before beginning this guided meditation, please consider whether this is the right time for you to do it.

Do you feel reasonably safe and open? If not, do some mindful breathing and come back to it at another time.Do you feel reasonably safe and open? If not, do some mindful breathing and come back to it at another time.

First, thank yourself for taking some precious time for meditation. Become aware of your body and mind andFirst, thank yourself for taking some precious time for meditation. Become aware of your body and mind and

whatever you are carrying within you. Perhaps there are feelings from the day’s events or whatever has beenwhatever you are carrying within you. Perhaps there are feelings from the day’s events or whatever has been

going on recently. May you simply allow and acknowledge whatever is within you and let it be, without anygoing on recently. May you simply allow and acknowledge whatever is within you and let it be, without any

form of analysis.form of analysis.

Gradually, shift the focus of awareness to the breath, breathing normally and naturally. As you breathe in, beGradually, shift the focus of awareness to the breath, breathing normally and naturally. As you breathe in, be

aware of breathing in, and as you breathe out, be aware of breathing out. Awareness can be focused at eitheraware of breathing in, and as you breathe out, be aware of breathing out. Awareness can be focused at either

the tip of the nose or the abdomen, depending on your preference. If focusing at the tip of the nose, feel thethe tip of the nose or the abdomen, depending on your preference. If focusing at the tip of the nose, feel the

touch of the air as you breathe in and out… If focusing on the abdomen, feel the belly expanding on antouch of the air as you breathe in and out… If focusing on the abdomen, feel the belly expanding on an

inhalation and contracting on an exhalation.inhalation and contracting on an exhalation.

Just living life, one inhalation and one exhalation at a time. Breathing in, breathing out, experiencing eachJust living life, one inhalation and one exhalation at a time. Breathing in, breathing out, experiencing each

breath appearing and disappearing. Just breathing. And now gently withdraw awareness from the breath andbreath appearing and disappearing. Just breathing. And now gently withdraw awareness from the breath and

shift to mindful inquiry.shift to mindful inquiry.  

Mindful inquiry is an investigation into emotions, thoughts, and physical sensations that are driving your panic,Mindful inquiry is an investigation into emotions, thoughts, and physical sensations that are driving your panic,

anxieties, and fears, often beneath the surface of your awareness. There is a special and unique way of doinganxieties, and fears, often beneath the surface of your awareness. There is a special and unique way of doing

this practice that can foster the potential for deep understanding and insight.this practice that can foster the potential for deep understanding and insight.

When you practice mindful inquiry, gently direct your attention into the bodily feeling of panic or fear itself.When you practice mindful inquiry, gently direct your attention into the bodily feeling of panic or fear itself.

Allow yourself to bring nonjudgmental awareness into the experience of it, acknowledging whatever it feels likeAllow yourself to bring nonjudgmental awareness into the experience of it, acknowledging whatever it feels like

in the body and mind and letting it be.in the body and mind and letting it be.

To begin this exploration you need to first check in with yourself and determine whether it feels safe or not. IfTo begin this exploration you need to first check in with yourself and determine whether it feels safe or not. If

you don’t feel safe, perhaps it is better to wait and try another time and just stay with your breathing for now.you don’t feel safe, perhaps it is better to wait and try another time and just stay with your breathing for now.

If you are feeling safe, then bring awareness into the body and mind and allow yourself to feel into andIf you are feeling safe, then bring awareness into the body and mind and allow yourself to feel into and

acknowledge any physical sensations, emotions, or thoughts and just let them be…without trying to analyze oracknowledge any physical sensations, emotions, or thoughts and just let them be…without trying to analyze or

figure them out.figure them out.
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You may discover that within these feelings there’s a multitude of thoughts, emotions, or old memories thatYou may discover that within these feelings there’s a multitude of thoughts, emotions, or old memories that

are fueling your fears. When you begin to acknowledge what has not been acknowledged, the pathway ofare fueling your fears. When you begin to acknowledge what has not been acknowledged, the pathway of

insight and understanding may arise. As you turn toward your emotions, they may show you what you areinsight and understanding may arise. As you turn toward your emotions, they may show you what you are

panicked, worried, mad, sad, or bewildered about.panicked, worried, mad, sad, or bewildered about.

You may learn that the very resistance to unacknowledged emotions often causes more panic or fear and thatYou may learn that the very resistance to unacknowledged emotions often causes more panic or fear and that

learning to go with it, rather than fighting it, often diminishes them. When we say “go with it,” we mean thatlearning to go with it, rather than fighting it, often diminishes them. When we say “go with it,” we mean that

you allow and acknowledge whatever is within the mind and body. Just letting the waves of emotions,you allow and acknowledge whatever is within the mind and body. Just letting the waves of emotions,

thoughts, and physical sensations go wherever they need to go just like the sky makes room for any weather.thoughts, and physical sensations go wherever they need to go just like the sky makes room for any weather.

Now gently returning to the breath and being mindful of breathing in and out…riding the waves of the breath.Now gently returning to the breath and being mindful of breathing in and out…riding the waves of the breath.

As you come to the end of this meditation, take a moment to thank yourself and take a moment to appreciateAs you come to the end of this meditation, take a moment to thank yourself and take a moment to appreciate

the safety and ease you may be feeling right now that you can bring into your day. By acknowledging yourthe safety and ease you may be feeling right now that you can bring into your day. By acknowledging your

fears, you may open the possibility for deeper understanding, compassion, and peace. Before you get up, gentlyfears, you may open the possibility for deeper understanding, compassion, and peace. Before you get up, gently

wiggle your fingers and toes and gradually open your eyes, being fully here and now.wiggle your fingers and toes and gradually open your eyes, being fully here and now.

Send some loving-kindness your way. May I dwell in peace. May all beings dwell in peace.Send some loving-kindness your way. May I dwell in peace. May all beings dwell in peace.

Notice what’s happening, instead of completely identifying with it.Notice what’s happening, instead of completely identifying with it.

Practice mindfulness with others, so you can remember you’re not alone.Practice mindfulness with others, so you can remember you’re not alone.

Pause and take 5 deep breaths, any time you feel anxious or in a panic.Pause and take 5 deep breaths, any time you feel anxious or in a panic.
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